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5. Urban Design - Building with a Sense of Place

OBJECTIVE 1
Connect the Central Waterfront to the Bay and
surrounding neighborhoods through visual linkages and sight lines.
OBJECTIVE 2
Emphasize transit nodes and transit corridors.
OBJECTIVE 3
Maintain the fine grain of the Dogpatch area and
build with respect to its character.
OBJECTIVE 4
Ensure a rich and active pedestrian realm, especially along neighborhood commercial streets.
OBJECTIVE 5
Respect and build from the successful established
patterns and traditions of building massing, articulation, and architectural character of the area and
the city.
OBJECTIVE 6
Foster a more pedestrian-supportive public realm
in industrial areas along east-west streets.
OBJECTIVE7
Encourage an active and public waterfront.
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The distinctive and attractive qualities of an area derive in
great part from the design of individual buildings and the way
in which these buildings come together to form the public
realm. This section of the plan defines the scale, character,
and relationships that new buildings in the plan area should
embody in addressing the public realm.

The new Gaia Building in downtown Berkeley
has demonstrated to many that new development, when it follows basic rules of good
urban design, can contribute positively to the
place.

In addition to providing space for a myriad of private activities, buildings define the public realm. The built environment
provides the setting for people to meet and interact informally
and shapes the neighborhood’s range of social experiences.
The composition and siting of buildings frames our understanding of the relationships between private space and public
space and the street environment, as well as influences our
comfort levels and desires to occupy and use public spaces
such as sidewalks, parks, and transit stops. Building height,
articulation, setback, and spacing define the scale and character of streets, sidewalks, plazas, and open space that comprise
the community’s space. Buildings shape the view and regulate
the amount of sunlight that reaches the street. The use of
buildings and their relationship to one another affect the
variety, activity, and liveliness of a place. Buildings with a
mix of uses, human scale, and interesting design contribute to
attractive and inviting neighborhoods, and are vital to the
creation of lively and friendly streets and public spaces. In the
best cases, the defining qualities of buildings along the street
create a kind of “urban room,” comfortable at the pedestrian
scale, where the public life of the neighborhood thrives.
This section lays out the broad urban design objectives for
building well in the Central Waterfront, followed by recommendations for height districts and design guidelines for all
new developments and major renovations in mixed-use
districts. Development in industrial districts should refer to the
Planning Department’s Industrial Area Design Guidelines
(approved in August 2001) in addition to industrial area
guidelines included here. Development in historic districts and
renovations of historic structures should refer to the Historic
Preservation section of this plan in addition to guidelines
contained here.
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OBJECTIVE 1
Connect the Central Waterfront to the Bay
and surrounding neighborhoods through
visual linkages and sight lines.
San Francisco’s urban form is comprised of memorable patterns that help residents and visitors navigate through the city,
understand relationships between different neighborhoods,
and feel the uniqueness of place. The traditional street grid
pattern, which creates unique view corridors, reinforced by
tightly-knit streetfront buildings, is the strongest organizing
pattern in the city. It should be used to connect the activity
centers in the plan area as well as to link the Central Waterfront to its neighboring districts, and most importantly, to its
greatest natural asset, the Bay.
New development should take the opportunity to “close the
distance” between the inland residential neighborhoods and
the Bay. Visual connection is one effective means for closing
this distance, as distances seem much shorter when the destination is clearly visible, at least at intervals along the journey.
Visual connection to the Bay, if not directly to water’s edge, is
a defining characteristic of the neighborhood. Generally,
building heights should not obstruct public views of the Bay
from Potrero Hill. Public “windows” to the bay should be
maintained or created from within the Central Waterfront by
extending the street grid as much as possible through Port
lands to give views of the water or maritime activities. The
plan’s proposed building height limits and right-of-way extensions to the Bay fulfill these objectives.
Another way to “close the distance” is by creating enriching
pedestrian-scale development that enlivens the experience of
traveling. Walking (and bicycling) is more enjoyable (and
distances seem to go by more quickly) when the urban scene,
particularly the streetscape, is interesting and changes at a
lively pace. The urban design guidelines in this section and
other provisions in the plan ensure this scale.
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OBJECTIVE 2
Emphasize transit nodes and transit corridors.
A primary goal of this plan is to concentrate activity around
transit nodes (Third Street Light Rail stops, Caltrain station) in
order to enhance access and reduce the need to use automobiles.
This emphasis should be reflected in the urban form of the
Central Waterfront, recognizable at both the citywide and local
scale. At the larger scale, greater building heights will mark the
Third Street light rail corridor, as well as punctuate potential
redevelopment near the Caltrain station should that become an
option. At the smaller scale, corner buildings, especially at transit
nodes and along streets where retail is required, will emphasize
their location and prominence with slightly greater building
heights, special roof elements, and greater ground-floor ceiling
heights to accommodate retail.

OBJECTIVE 3
Maintain the fine grain of the Dogpatch area
and build with respect to its character.

The fine-grained pattern of deep lots with
narrow frontage produces the intimate scale
of Dogpatch.

Generally bounded by Third Street, Indiana Street, Twentieth
Street, and the diagonal alignment of the former rope factory
between 22nd and 23rd Streets, Dogpatch is a notable enclave of
small-parceled, fine-grained, historic, primarily residential development dating back to the 1880s. The district, which includes a
number of gracious older non-residential structures, is a very
walkable, intimate environment, a contrast to the large floorplate, large-parcel development that dominates the southern and
eastern areas of the Central Waterfront. This scale also provides a
significant contrast to the large recent loft-style developments to
the north and south. Though a number of PDR buildings have
mixed into the neighborhood, most are small in scale and fit in
the fabric of 25-foot-wide lots. Rows of Victorian and Edwardianera houses, originally constructed as industrial worker’s dwellings
between 1870 and 1910, are concentrated on Minnesota and
Tennessee Streets. Twenty-second Street, defined by many
mixed-use buildings, serves as the local commercial neighborhood heart. Restrictions on parcel consolidation, attention to
compatibility with the historic building forms and detailing,
moderation of the impacts of off-street parking, and careful
crafting of building heights are necessary both to maintain the
character of the neighborhood and to improve it as development
in the area intensifies according to the plan. Controls to encourage the continuation of the unique mixed-use character of
Dogpatch—with small-scale PDR businesses and structures sitting
side-by-side with residential buildings—are addressed in the land
use chapter.
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OBJECTIVE 4
Ensure a rich and active pedestrian realm,
especially along neighborhood commercial
streets.
The pedestrian friendliness of an area is not only established
by the state of its sidewalks and traffic conditions, but also is
influenced heavily by the buildings and activities that line the
streets and define the public realm. Building frontages that
invite people to enter, that provide architectural interest and a
sense of scale, and that are transparent enough to provide
visual connections to and from the sidewalk help make the
pedestrian environment more enjoyable and safe. The pedestrian interacts most with the ground story of buildings, and the
greatest amount of attention must be paid to the articulation,
transparency, and relation of building uses to the sidewalk on
the lower levels of buildings. It is critical to ensure that pedestrian routes, especially in commercial areas, are not interrupted or disrupted by auto access and garage doors.

OBJECTIVE 5
Respect and build from the successful established patterns and traditions of building
massing, articulation, and architectural character found in the area and throughout the
city.
While architectural innovations and new, interesting styles
keep a city dynamic and fresh, there are fundamental patterns
of building composition that are essential to creating a pleasing public realm and establishing a human-scaled neighborhood character. Common rhythms of building projections,
window detail and proportions, exterior materials, and overall
building siting are a few key ingredients that must be maintained regardless of the specific architectural fashion employed. Key patterns of building design that contribute to the
public realm are present in residential, mixed-use, and industrial development, and the guidelines in this plan address
appropriate design responses for projects that face different
types of streets.
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OBJECTIVE 6
Foster a more pedestrian-supportive public
realm in industrial areas along east-west
streets.
While industrial areas must accommodate requisite supporting
service activities, such as significant truck movements and
loading, those activities can be reasonably concentrated on the
north-south streets in those areas. East-west streets, which
serve to link the neighborhood to transit along Third Street and
toward the Bay, are encouraged to take on a more pedestrianfriendly quality. Even though industrial in nature, development
along these streets should strive towards the goal of “building
well” described in this plan’s design guidelines and in the
city’s Industrial Design Guidelines (adopted August 2000).

OBJECTIVE 7
Encourage an active and public waterfront.
The existing waterfront areas of the Central Waterfront are
generally difficult to access and feel somewhat “placeless.”
With new development opportunities on the water’s edge,
new construction should contribute to environments that are
safer and more welcoming, offering more opportunities to
enjoy this great asset—the waterfront. In order to make waterfront spaces feel more accessible and welcoming, new development will need to directly address and activate the waterfront with a pedestrian-friendly face and integrate public
access into their siting and design. In all waterfront development, more active uses, including office or other pedestrianfriendly components of industrial developments, should be
located adjacent to the waterfront edge to activate any public
spaces.

5
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The following policies are meant to realize these overall
urban design objectives for the Central Waterfront.
Policy 1
Adopt height limits, based on the above objectives, that
maximize housing opportunities and encouraging highquality commercial spaces while producing buildings
compatible with the neighborhood’s character.
In many cases, building heights and bulks possible under
existing controls are not tailored to creating the kinds of
spaces that are the most successful in the neighborhood today.
This plan proposes height limits that are optimized based on
the economics of housing construction, building code requirements, and principles of good urban design. The result is a
range of height limits that encourages new housing production
in keeping with existing development patterns in the plan
area. Where commercial uses are encouraged or required on
the ground floor, height limits are tailored to allow more light
and air into these spaces, for gracious, flexible, and functional
retail spaces, and to foster a more active engagement with the
public street.
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Notable changes or features of the height recommendations
are as follows:
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Higher structures have been located along the primary
movement streets including Mariposa, 18th, 22nd, 24th,
and Third Streets.
Building height limits within 100 feet from the water’s
edge have been reduced to a height of 40 feet. This
complies with Bay Conservation and Development
Commission (BCDC) requirements.
Height limits along the northern length of Third Street
have been raised to 65 feet to be compatible with
existing buildings, to emphasize this corridor, to reflect
the higher heights in Misison Bay, and to encourage
higher density development in support of the transit
line.
A height limit of 45’/4 (maximum height 45’, maximum
4 stories) along Twenty-second Street (between Third
and Indiana Streets) and along Third Street (across from
the American Can Company buildings) allows an extra
5 feet for high ceilings on the ground floor. Higher
ground floor ceilings for retail and commercial uses
allow greater flexibility and encourage more elegant
and functional spaces. Limiting 45-foot-high buildings
to four stories encourages such configurations.
Height limits around the Caltrain station, including the
MUNI Woods Yard, have been raised to 65 feet in
order to encourage higher density, transit-oriented
development opportunities in the event that the facility
is no longer needed or can be redeveloped to include
transit facilities and mixed-use housing.
Height limits along Twenty-fourth Street east of Illinois
Street are set at 65 feet and 55 feet to emphasize the
connection from to Warm Water Cove and to encourage higher-density development to activate this street.
These heights step down from Third Street toward the
Bay.
Height limits for industrial areas south of Twenty-fifth
Street have been kept at 65 feet.
Building heights in historic Dogpatch have been
reduced to 40 and 45 feet (though limited to four
stories) to be compatible with the existing building
fabric and scale.
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Minimum height for new buildings along Third, Mariposa, Twenty-second, and Twenty-fourth Streets are
established as follows: 30 feet in 40-foot and 45-foot
zones; 40 feet in 50-foot zones, 50 feet in 65-foot and
85-foot zones. These minimum heights are important
for creating a comfortable sense of enclosure for
pedestrians (making the street environment feel like an
“urban room”), increasing commercial and housing
opportunities that take advantage of transit services,
and increasing the vitality and sense of safety of the
street environment. Aside from the streets mentioned
here, there are no minimum height requirements.

Policy 2
New development should contribute to and enhance the
best characteristics of the plan area, and adhere to the
principles of good urban design.
New construction is likely to happen at different scales: modest
structures will fill in gaps on small parcels along Third Street or
within Dogpatch; some building owners will merely upgrade
their facades; other large underutilized parcels will see dramatic
redevelopment. Regardless of scale, new development should
add to the district’s character, create a human-scaled public realm,
and fit within the city’s fabric, regardless of architectural style.
Larger-scale development efforts must take great care to not
overwhelm the scale of the area and should help to establish a
pedestrian-scale pattern. The following guidelines are included
to instruct such efforts. Compliance with all of these guidelines is
mandatory.
These urban design guidelines ensure that the fundamental
principles of good neighborhood design are followed while
allowing for freedom of architectural expression. A variety of
architectural styles can meet these important design performance
standards. As such, architectural style is not regulated in these
guidelines. Instead, the guidelines pertain to the elements of
building and site design that affect the scale, character, pedestrian friendliness, and other characteristics that affect the public
realm. The intent is to encourage building design that will create
an inviting and visually interesting neighborhood.
The Central Waterfront is home to a variety of architectural styles
and building types, making it a unique place. These characteristics should be continued in the architecture of new development.
However, new development in historic areas, such as Dogpatch,
needs to respect the historic context with regard to detail, scale,
proportion, texture, materials, and building form.
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Design Guidelines for Building in the Plan Area
The following guidelines apply to all development in the
Central Waterfront Mixed Use District.
The design guidelines are broken down into two main areas
of concern: (1) massing and articulation and (2) treatment of
the ground floor, which is further subdivided based on the
type of street a building faces. For both areas of concern are
Standards, which are mandatory requirements (often associated with quantifiable measures), and Guidelines, which are
strong recommendations for good building design.
All diagrams and drawings illustrate urban design intentions,
not actual design solutions.
(1) Massing and Articulation
Standards:


5
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Extend the city street network and create human-scaled
blocks. The city grid pattern provides an organized and
measured relationship to give sense of place, orientation, scale, and comfort. Development patterns must be
respectful of the existing street grid pattern and alignments to avoid the creation of “super blocks” that
would be inhospitable to pedestrians and block (or fail
to create where possible) public views and access to
the waterfront. Development on large parcels should
extend existing rights-of-way onto or through the
parcel or create entirely new rights-of-way, such that
the resulting development consists of definable blocks
with a walkable perimeter measuring no greater than
1200 feet (based on the existing 200 x 400 foots
blocks in the plan area). Blocks must be bounded on
all sides by public rights-of-way or other means of
public access (e.g. open space, pedestrian passages),
and any block length longer than 400 feet must be
bisected by at least one mid-block public pedestrian
passage. Recommended street extensions are listed in
the System of Public Ways sub-section of the Moving
About section.
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Dogpatch has a fine-grained parcelization that
is integral to its character and helps create a
human scale.



Significant parcel consolidation is prohibited to maintain the fine-grained scale in and around the historic
Dogpatch neighborhood. No parcel consolidation will
be permitted that creates lots greater than 7,500 square
feet or with street frontage greater than 60 feet on
Tennessee Street between 18th and 23rd Streets, on
Minnesota Street between 19th and 23rd Streets, on
22nd Street between Third and Indiana Streets, and the
west side of Third Street between 20th and 23rd
Streets. The neighborhood is built on a traditional fabric
of lots that are narrow and deep, providing for enriching block faces, a diversity of buildings, and a stimulating pedestrian experience.
Build the bulk of buildings up to the edge of public rightof-ways. Buildings should embrace the public realm
and the sidewalk, and set back only to accommodate
elements that enhance this effect. Variations from this
to accommodate wider sidewalks or front steps or
stoops, to create lively storefronts, or to mark entrances should be limited to the ground floor as defined elsewhere in these guidelines. In the case of
Historic Dogpatch, where a pattern of building setbacks exists, the prevailing setback pattern should be
respected. In the case of through-lots, concentrate
massing along public rights-of-way and locate any
open areas at the center of the lot.

5
The bulk of new buildings should be built
towards the sidewalk and any open space
should be concentrated at the interior of the
block.
Buildings project out to the sidewalk, and set back only to allow for inviting
elements, such as front stoops, that enrich the pedestrian realm.
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The ground floor of new development along selected
portions of Third Street should be set back five feet from the
property line to create wider sidewalks where the sidewalk
narrows and curbside parking is absent alongside light rail
platforms. To allow for more ample pedestrian space at
transit nodes, a mandatory five-foot ground floor building
setback is generally required along Third Street for
parcels on the blocks on either side of the platforms at
Mariposa, 20th, 23rd, and Marin Streets. This setback
space must have a clear height of at least 12 feet (the
bulk of the building should not be set back above this
space), free of columns and other pedestrian obstructions, and should be treated as an extension of the
sidewalk and allow public pedestrian passage.
In order to avoid an undesirable “sawtooth” pattern of
building setbacks (from a practical, aesthetic, and safety
standpoint) due to the presence of buildings that are not
likely to be redeveloped in the foreseeable future (such
as historic structures, existing residential or large PDR
buildings) new non-corner buildings should be set back,
and only be set back, if all buildings from either corner
leading up to the subject buildings have been set back.

5
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Buildings stepping up with the slope of a
street is a San Francisco pattern.

Structured parking shall be designed as an integral building element, located within or below development, completely screened from view, and wrapped by active uses on
all major street frontages. Parking accomodation and
service areas should be completely screened from view
along Third Street, 22nd Street, and areas of public access
along the waterfront, and they should create minimal
physical and visual disruption to all parts of the pedestrian environment.
Buildings on sloping sites shall step up to accentuate the
city’s natural topography and their ground floors shall
maintain a strong relationship to the sidewalk. One of the
physical qualities most revered in San Francisco is the
strong relationship between buildings and topography—
buildings continue to maintain a strong relationship with
the street and the sidewalk as they rise and fall incrementally with the hills. Side-stepping up sloped streets
accents the natural landforms, giving a vertical rhythm to
the street. Where buildings, especially larger ones, fail to
step up slopes, they “flatten” the city’s natural topography and tend to “deaden” the street front.
New development on sloped sites should step up with
the topography of the hill at regular intervals. Where
there is a slope at the curb on major streets that exceeds
five percent, the building façade and internal floors,
especially ground floors, shall step up with the curb as
follows:



  

Between 5 percent and 15 percent, inclusive
Between 15 percent and 25 percent, inclusive
More than 25 percent

  
   
50 feet
37.5 feet
25 feet

Guidelines:


New development on existing large lots (greater than 75
feet of street frontage), should be comprised of multiple
individual buildings, rather than singular large masses.
Individual building should limit their overall horizontal
and diagonal dimensions in favor of multiple buildings.
The form of new buildings must consider the finegrained human scale of other residential and street-front
commercial buildings found throughout San Francisco,
which are typically based on 25-foot wide building
increments for row houses and neighborhood retail
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frontages, and that generally do not exceed 75 feet in
width for larger apartment or commercial buildings.
Common architectural techniques of varying massing
planes, bay window arrangements, and surface façade
treatments are generally unsuccessful in truly generating
the subtle richness of a blockface composed of unique
separate buildings. Individual buildings, even larger
buildings, should maintain an expression of architectural
unity; however there should be some qualitatively
different elements of building expression among adjacent
structures.




Corner buildings should establish their
presence as landmarks.

Building facades in the public realm (e.g. streets, parks,
plazas) should be articulated with a strong rhythm of
regular vertical elements. This guideline is based on
the walking speed of the average person and the
optimum pedestrian experience of diversity in the
streetfront every ten to twenty paces. Divisions and
changes in building volumes, wall planes, and
rooflines are encouraged. The use of bay windows or
similar projections is encouraged, with vertical modules
or breaks in façade plane from the ground floor ceiling
height to the building cornice each 12-15 feet of
frontage.
Special building elements and architectural expressions
such as towers, special entries, or cupolas should be
used strategically at key locations, including street
intersections and near important public spaces. They
contribute to a building’s distinction as a landmark,
help to define a gateway, draw attention to an important activity, or help define public gathering places.

These guidelines do not imply a requirement for bay windows.
However, bay windows serve a number of important functions in
the articulation of buildings. They extend a building’s private
domain into the public realm, making for richer and more
engaging interactions of buildings and streets and maximizing
the opportunity for “eyes on the street.” Other ways of achieving
such building articulation and a flow between the interior of
buildings and the public realm—outside of a strict requirement
for bay windows—may also exist, but any alternative architectural solution must achieve these benefits to the public realm.

5
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These elements must be integrated into the overall
design of the building. Special corner treatments are
encouraged for buildings that front onto the intersections of Third Street and 18th, 20th, and 22nd Streets.


Buildings should include a clearly defined base, middle,
and top or cornice. The middle of buildings should be
clearly distinguished from the base and be articulated
with windows, projections, porches, and balconies.
Above five stories, the top floor(s) should be incorporated into an appropriately scaled expression of the
building’s top.
The roof, cornice, and/or parapet area should be well
integrated with the building’s overall composition, be
visually distinctive, and should include elements that
create skyline interest. Roof forms should be drawn
from the best examples in the area.



Building facades should include three-dimensional
detailing such as bay windows, cornices, belt courses,
window moldings, and reveals to create shadows and
add interest. Other elements that may contribute
include awnings, canopies, projections, trellises, or
detailed parapets. As discussed, windows and cornices
are especially important elements contributing to the
creation of a comfortable “urban room” and pedestrian
environment.

Cornices are not required. However, when designed well, cornices serve a number of important functions in relating a
building to the public realm. They terminate the façade against
the sky and create a definition that establishes the public street
environment as an “urban room.” They are an integral part of
the façade composition, adding balance and helping tie the
upper portions of a building to its base. Other ways of achieving
these gestures to the public realm—other than strict inclusion of
a cornice—are possible, but any alternative architectural expression of a façade must achieve these benefits to the public
realm. The minimum recommended horizontal projection is two
feet, with three feet preferable for buildings up to five stories.
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Above the ground floor the minimum window reveal
should be two inches. Upper floors should include
smaller, vertically proportioned windows punched into
walls, projections such as bay windows, or small
balconies. The typical window unit should be oriented
vertically. Sliding windows or applied mullions on
windows facing the street are not permitted.
San Francisco’s architectural tradition, and the fundamentals of good place-making, suggest that buildings
that contribute most to the public realm have a visually
satisfying proportion between a façade’s openings and
its solid planes. In the best places around San Francisco, a balance between openings and solid planes
emphasizes pedestrian entries, windows, and other
points of interest and de-emphasizes garages, storage,
and mechanical areas.



Facade articulation, detailing, window reveals,
and high quality materials create interest and
enrich the public realm.

High quality building materials should be used on all
visible facades and could include stone, masonry,
ceramic tile, wood (as opposed to composite, cellulosebased synthetic wood materials), pre-cast concrete, and
high-grade traditional “hard coat” stucco (as opposed to
“synthetic stucco” that uses foam). Rich detailing is
encouraged to provide interest and create variation in
wall planes. Materials and level of detail should be
drawn from the best examples in the area. Base and
top/cornice materials should be balanced in material
and/or color.

5
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(2) The Ground Floor
The design and use of a building’s ground floor has the most
direct influence on the pedestrian experience along the
street. Ground floor uses in the area are devoted to retail,
service, and public uses and to residential units, lobbies and
residential amenities in apartment buildings. These uses
provide an active and visually interesting edge to the public
life of the street, which is especially critical on neighborhood
commercial streets.
Ground floors should be visually distinguishable from upper
floors, with generous ceiling heights in mixed-use buildings.
The base or ground floor of all buildings should contain
active ground floor uses and avoid blank, unarticulated wall
planes. The ground floor should be composed of a clearly
legible framework of structural bays, flexible enough to offer
the potential for varied and interesting street-front shops,
restaurants, or lobbies for residences. Storefronts should
include large windows, clearly defined entries, and attractive
pedestrian-level detailing and ornamentation.
Standards:






Surface parking is prohibited between the sidewalk and
the front of buildings.
For parcels with greater than 25 feet of street frontage,
parking is not permitted within 25 feet of the sidewalk.
This space should support residential or commercial
uses. For corner lots, one street face, preferrably that
which is not on a commercial or transit street, is
excluded from this requirement, provided that parking is fully screened and not visible from the sidewalk. For residential-only buildings, parking submerged at least 5 feet below grade need not be set
back from the sidewalk, provided that the parking is
fully screened and not visible from the sidewalk.
No more than 30 percent of the width of the ground
floor may be devoted to garage entries or blank walls,
except in no case shall garage entries be limited to less
than 10 feet wide (except where curb cuts are expressly prohibited by this plan, such as on 22nd and
Third Streets). No façade may feature garage entries
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that together total greater than 20 feet in width.
Large garage entries are extremely detrimental to
the pedestrian character and safety of a street.
Vehicle traffic crossing the sidewalk should be
contained to the absolute minimum necessary to
facilitate access. Eight-foot wide garage entries
are preferrable for narrower parcels (less than 50
feet wide). At least 70 percent of the width of the
ground floor must be devoted to windows, entrances to dwelling units, store windows and
entrances, landscaping or planters, and other
architectural features that provide visual relief and
interest for the street frontage. Building entries
and shop fronts should add to the character of the
street by being clearly identifiable and inviting.
Blank walls (absent windows, entries, or ornamentation) should be minimized. Display windows with unobstructed views into interior spaces
and building entrances should line major streets.
Service functions such as trash, utility, or fire
rooms, should not be placed at the streetfront if
possible.
Guidelines:




5


Primary building entries are encouraged to be set
back, though no more than 5 feet from the streetfacing façade; and should be no wider than 15 feet
at the facade per individual entry. A recessed
entryway provides transition space between the
public sidewalk and the private interior of the
building and presents a welcoming portal to the
public realm. This is especially encouraged along
Third Street.
Use projections and recesses, along with changes in
materials and color, to emphasize pedestrian
entries and architectural features, and to deemphasize garage doors and parking. These
elements help to focus attention on the active
spaces of a building and reinforce a human scale
within the façade.
First floor residential units are encouraged to be at
least three feet above sidewalk level so that the
window sill of these units is above pedestrian eye
level in order to maintain the units’ privacy.

Raising lower level residential units at least
three feet above the sidewalk raises windows
above eye level of passersby.
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Lower level (1-3 story) residential units should be
directly and independently accessible from the
sidewalk, rather than from common lobbies.

On commercial streets (Third, 20th, and 22nd
Streets, and at designated retail nodes):
Standards:




High ground-floor ceiling heights create
enjoyable retail spaces and recessed entries
are welcoming transitions from the sidewalk.




Ground floor uses should be directly accessible
from the sidewalk at sidewalk grade of the sidewalk
onto which it fronts. Storefronts that require a
patron to sink below or step up feel removed
from the life of the street and are notoriously
difficult to make successful. To have a strong
relationship with the pedestrian realm, storefronts
and residential entries should be accessed directly
from and related to the sidewalk; steps up or
down should be avoided. On sloping sites, taller
retail spaces on the low end are preferrable to
sinking a portion of the retail space below sidewalk grade.
Retail frontages must be no less than 60 percent
fenestrated and 75 percent transparent. For improved pedestrian experience, dark or mirrored
glass is not permitted. Treat solar consideration
architecturally, through the use of recesses,
eyebrows or awnings.
All ground-floor commercial spaces must have at
least 12-foot clear ceiling heights. Successful retail
spaces have an uncramped atmosphere with high
ceilings. They often have clerestory windows. To
ensure a graceful and functional commercial
space and to create a graceful shopping street,
any ground floor commercial space incorporated
into new buildings, including in 40 foot height
limit zone, must have a clear ground floor ceiling
space of at least 12 feet.
Horizontal articulation is required between the
ground floor and second story. A minimum 6-inch
projection is suggested. The human scale of the
sidewalk is of paramount importance on neighborhood commercial streets. Architectural detailing,
such as a belt course or cornice at the ground
floor ceiling height helps to frame the pedestrian
space of the sidewalk.
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If provided, off-street parking must be accessed via side
streets or alleys. No new curb cuts are permitted as
follows: (1) 22nd Street between Third and Indiana
Streets, (2) all of Third Street in the plan area (between
Mariposa Street and Islais Creek) for parcels that have
multiple street frontages. For those parceles with
access only from Third Street, curb cuts are strongly
discouraged. Additionally, no curb cuts are permitted
on Third Street within 75 feet of the corners at Mariposa, 20th, 22nd, 23rd, 25th, and Marin Streets, due to
heightened pedestrian activity related to the transit
stops and narrower sidewalks. If provided, off-street
parking must be accessed via side streets or alleys. It
is critical to maintain continuous storefronts and an
active pedestrian environment uninterrupted by crosstraffic accessing off-street parking or dead spaces
created by garage doors.
If provided, off-street parking must be setback at least 25
feet from street-facing property line, including parking
above the ground floor. Parking is not permitted as a
use along these commercial streets, in favor of active
uses that contribute to the life of the street.

(3) Industrial Areas
Development in industrial districts should refer to the Industrial Area Design Guidelines (approved in August 2001) in
addition to industrial area guidelines included here.
Guidelines:




Locate office uses and orient building entrances facing
east-west pedestrian streets.
On pedestrian streets, loading docks are discouraged (if
alternative street frontage is available) and their width
minimized so as to support the pedestrian environment.
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